
 

 

 

Abstract—RGBD cameras are increasingly used for mobile robot 

developments recently. Data of the sensor can be used for creating 

maps during the navigation and localization made on this. The robot 

system described in the article is able to create a map in an unknown 

environment during its navigation and localize its state on it parallel. 

The system was placed on a modified RC robot car. The process is 

able to evaluate movement of the vehicle in real time using data from 

the Kinect sensor placed on the robot and it continuously updates this 

map using new information. Pictures made by the camera during 

movement of the system are overlapped with each other. Evaluation 

of movement is based on join cohesive feature point pairs in each 

three dimensional point clouds. Definition of transformation between 

cohesive three dimensional feature points is based on an SVD 

algorithm. During a multistage iteration, the system minimizes the 

join fault and deletes point pairs detected wrong. 

 

Keywords—mobile robot navigation, mapping, three dimensional 

reconstruction, SLAM, Kinect, RGB-D camera, SVD  

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE autonomous mobile robots are performing a specified 

task during their mission. It is necessary to know its 

position, obstacles in its environment and the goal position. 

During the navigation, it senses the environment and the 

obstacles with its sensors and should be built a map from the 

travelled area. Such navigation systems are called 

simultaneous localization and mapping by literature. Shortly: 

SLAM  

Indoor one of the positioning chance is recognizing the 

specific objects. With the help of camera feature objects, 

points can be recognised which positions are known. Then 

with the help of this information position of the robot can be 

defined. A possible solution is that feature objects, QR codes 

[1], [2] are placed, which spatial position is accurate. A 

camera watches these feature objects and defines the position 

of the vehicle. Know the map of the environment is not 

necessary in every case. For example, in the case of 

warehousing robots, a line is painted between the starting and 

target point [8] which gives the route of the vehicle.  
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In the case of indoor navigation global positioning systems 

are not reliable, like GPS system [3], [4], [5]. For indoor 

navigation inertial sensors or other displacement meters can be 

used because the pre-installed infrastructure is not necessary. 

A system built up this way is able to evaluate its own 

displacement with the help of accelerometers.  

Earlier a robot vehicle [6] was presented in an article, where 

localization and map construction of the robot happened only 

by data of the displacement sensors fixed to the wheel. The 

main problem was the accumulation of faults on the path of the 

robot.  

Nowadays relatively cheap and small sized sensors [7] 

(Kinect, Asus Xtion, PrimeSense, etc.) can be found in more 

and more robot development. Despite their simpler make, they 

have enough accuracy for sensing the environment of a smaller 

robot. With the help of sensor, a detailed three dimensional 

map can be constructed from the environment of the vehicle. 

The RGB-D cameras are used for SLAM algorithms and three 

dimensional map construction as a primary sensor [9].  

The same element of the works is that displacements 

between pictures taken in different moments are defined by 

searching feature points on pictures of the sensors colorful 

camera. One of the research deals with the three dimensional 

mapping of the indoor environment [10]. It is built on the 

sensor called PrimeSense which is very similar to the Kinect 

sensor. Feature searching happens with SIFT detector. Its 

disadvantage is that the complex feature searcher has big 

running time. Spatial locations of features are known because 

of data of the depth camera. In this way, transformation among 

conglomerations taken at different times can be defined. An 

algorithm named RGBD-ICP was developed for joining. 

Finally, the system clarifies the position with close-loop 

algorithms on the global map.  

The project called "Visual Odometry and Mapping for 

Autonomous Flight Using an RGB-D Camera" [11] presents a 

method where controlling of the plane happens by data of an 

RGB-D camera. Searching of feature points happens by FAST 

feature point detector. The algorithm is less complex, it has 

small running time, but it is less invariant for transformations. 

Inertial system (IMU) is used for evaluation of early 

displacement. The method mentioned in the "Combining 

photometric and depth data for lightweight and robust visual 

odometry" [12] also uses FAST feature detector. The accuracy 

of the algorithm was corrected by following feature points. 

Another paper [13] compares three robust feature searching 
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methods in one SLAM system. 

II. BUILDING UP THE IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM 

The developed system can be placed on a smaller mobile 

robot as well (Fig. 1). A two-wheel drive mobile robot 

platform has been prepared for testing the system and 

collecting measurement data. The Kinect sensor and the 

computer were placed on the platform. 

For motor controlling an own motor control electronics was 

made, which was connected to the computer on a serial port. 

For final the Kinect sensor was posted to the robot.  

For movement following the system uses only the colorful 

and pixel level depth pictures of the camera. Definition of 

movement is based on point clouds joining were made during 

each measurement.  

During system operation (Fig. 2) measurements are made 

continuously with Kinect sensor, while the vehicle is moving. 

Each measurement made from the actual environment of the 

sensor (colorful camera picture and pixel level depth 

information) gives a three dimensional point cloud what is 

included by the Xn set. The point cloud made at the new place 

can be joined to the former measurement, if the sensor 

displaced just a little bit during. During joining displacement is 

defined between former point clouds and newer measurement. 

Always the last measurement is given to the global map this 

way. Measurement faults are largely accumulated to each 

other.  

The algorithm uses three dimensional feature points for 

joining point clouds made in different times. The point of the 

method is that searching of feature points happens on the 

colorful camera picture, which situation is known with the help 

of the RGB-D cameras data. Using these feature points, a 

spatial displacement can be defined among measurements 

made at different places. Estimate of displacement is based on 

SVD resolution among the set of points.  

The three dimensional point cloud is reduced to a simpler 

two dimensional map during navigation. Only barriers at the 

level of robots height are showed on the map. A standard route 

searching algorithms can be used on these simpler maps (wave 

propagation [6], A*, fuzzy-based obstacle avoidance [22], etc.) 

for navigation.  

Another application of the system is the displacement data 

are used for joints only. During the measurements position of 

the sensor is given by accumulated value of specified 

elemental shifts, compared to the power point. Beside this kind 

of utilization, we get an IMU unit which relies on visual 

elements (RGBD-IMU). 

III. FEATURE SEARCH 

More researches deal with the topic of feature based three 

dimensional join. The main difference is that feature detector 

is used because they react for different picture transformations 

in different ways. From the comparison of feature detectors, 

the SIFT detector gives the best result for scaling, rotating 

transformations and for blurriness [17].  

One of the developments chose the SIFT detector [10], its 

disadvantage is that this robust feature searcher has huge 

running time. The FAST algorithm is a less robust detector, it 

has small running time. Its disadvantage is that it is less 

invariant for transformations [11]. Some known feature point 

detector what have been tried by their efficiency and speed: 

SIFT [14], SURF [15], ORB [16], FAST. Because of its robust 

operation and fastness we chose the SURF detector. One paper 

shows a method for the thermal image matching [18].  

On each new measurement data, a preprocessing runs for the 

fast definition of the spatial position of feature points. During 

the transformation of depth cameras pixels, every depth points 

are indexed by their pixel pair on colorful camera picture. In 

this way, if we are searching for depth information to feature 

point on a colorful camera picture, it can be found in a short 

 

 
Fig. 2. Graph of the map builder system 

 

 
Fig. 1. Redone robot car to create own data sets. 
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time owing to indexing. Feature points found on the colorful 

camera picture are in the feature set. In this set their position 

on the colorful camera picture and spatial position in the depth 

cameras coordination system are stored. During preprocessing 

every spatial point is calculated, but it is not a lot of time 

because the algorithm builds map and three dimensional model 

beside localization. 

IV. THREE DIMENSIONAL FEATURE POINT 

MATCHING SYSTEM 

During map construction, the task is the definition of 

transformation between point cloud from the actual 

measurement and reference points of the system. The 

algorithm selects feature points from the points of actual and 

former measurement. Later the former measurement D and the 

incorporated (actual measurement), the feature set S consists 

the list of corresponding points.  

Calculate of the transformation between feature points (T) is 

made by a multi-stage joining method. In the algorithm, the 

task is to define a transformation which gives the minimal 

joining fault between two sets (1). 

 

 
iT

STD ||*||minarg  (1) 

 

During steps (Fig. 3) transformation between sets is given 

by the ISVD(D,S) algorithm. The algorithm originates from an 

initial transformation. During iterations, the algorithm deletes 

those points which Euclidean distance is bigger than a 

specified error (en) using the actual transformations. The en 

iteration is the biggest allowed difference between joined 

points.  

In the first step the algorithm filters feature points with 

bigger faults. The en gives smaller value in every iteration. The 

base of the algorithm is the SVD resolution [21], its input is 

the two point sets and an actual estimated transformation. The 

algorithm defines the optimal transformation between two 

point sets by SVD resolution and then determines the 

translation vector from the center of gravity of sets. It is 

repeated during more steps. The ISVD algorithm stops when a 

maximum iteration number is reached, or the required 

accuracy of join is reached. 

During multi-step joining those point pairs which look like 

belonging together but they are not are deleted by the system. 

It can be seen in the Fig. 4 that there are a lot of fault false 

point pairs because of the homogeneous surface on pictures 

made one after another. During join these false feature point 

pairs can be deleted using that spatial location is known. The 

reduced, coherent point can be seen on the right side of the 

figure.  

The Table I illustrates how reduces the number of coherent 

point pairs in each iteration during joint of two point sets. It 

gives the running time and quality of joint as well. In this case 

the maximum allowed squared error was 800 in first iteration 

and it was 120, 80, 45 in the next iterations. An estimated 

displacement is defined during joining of the former 

(ISVD(Xn;Xn-1)) and the previous (ISVD(Xn;Xn-2)) feature 

points. The algorithm reduced almost 200 feature points to less 

than 50 during 4 iterations. In the table joint happened to the 

former and the previous picture. The number of pictures for 

joining can be adjustable in the system. 

There is enough overlap on some pictures foregoing actual 

measurement for joining.  

For joining two point pairs one metrics is assigned (µ), what 

gives the quality of a given joint during an estimated T 

transformation and between D set and S set (2). If the 

measurement is 0, the joint is unsuccessful. It gives the bigger 

value, the quality of joint is better.  

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Steps of the multi-stage joining method 

 

 
Fig. 4. Results of the standard feature matching. Left image: result of 

SURF, 52 pieces of feature pair. Right image: result after the matching 

algorithm, remained 39 pieces of feature pair. 
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One advantage of the algorithm is that searching of 

transformation happens among point pairs earlier founded. In 

this way the number of algorithms iteration are significantly 

reduced. Table II shows the accumulated fault after 60 pieces 

three dimensional alignment (Fig. 5). The sensor was turned in 

360 degrees during measurement. With different methods in 

case of same feature detector and parameters it can be seen 

that the rotational and translation faults are smaller at ISVD 

algorithm, than using a standard ICP algorithm [10], [19]. 

V. TESTING OF ALGORITHM 

The earlier presented methods were tested on some own 

data sets. In case of own measurements the real spatial position 

of the sensor is not available. The starting position and the 

target position is the same at every measurement. The robot 

ran a whole circle in the laboratory during measurements, or 

the sensor was rotated in 360 degrees on datasets, in this way 

its first and the last position is the same. At these data piles the 

examination of the algorithm is concentrated only on faults 

accumulated on whole area ran by the robot. The sensor goes 

back to the starting point in every case, its accurate route is 

unknown. On the next figure the measurement datasets two 

and three dimensional reconstruction can be seen (Fig. 6, 

Fig. 7). The reconstruction was made by the own method. On 

this datasets the robot ran a whole circle in the laboratory. 

During this time it created 310 pictures. All accumulated 

translation error was x = 250mm, y =2.5mm, z = 15mm and 

the rotation error was ϕ = 0.9, ϴ = 1, ψ = 9 degrees.  

Testing of algorithms was happened on an Intel Core 2 

Quad, 2.66 GHz, 8GB RAM desktop computer. In this 

computer the average running time of tests was 180ms at joints 

(Table III). Running time of the algorithm has three main 

parts: searching feature points in every new picture, the 

creation of three dimensional point cloud as well as these 

points are indexed by their position on the colourful camera 

and definition of transformation among the set of points. 

Running time at the definition of transformation among the set 

of points is influenced by pictures jointed to the number of 

former measurements. The first step is to find feature pair 

between the current and former pictures, then the ISVD 

algorithm defines a transformation based on feature pairs 

founded.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Offical test environment. The sensor was turned in 360 degrees 

during measurement. 

 SURF 

feature pair 

Iterations 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

IS
V

D
(X

n
,X

n
-1

) 

Remaining 

3D feature 

(bit) 

217 78 69 63 57 

Runtime 

(ms) 

29 9 10 8 10 

Fitting 

quality (µ) 

 1.6 1.4 3.1 4.2 

IS
V

D
(X

n
,X

n
-2

) 

Remaining 

3D feature 

(bit) 

207 69 65 59 49 

Runtime 

(ms) 

28 8 9 8 7 

Fitting 

quality (µ) 

 1.8 1.7 2.8 3.2 

 

Table 1. Runtime of ISVD algorithm  

 ICP ISVD 

ϕ [rad] -0.0365 -0.0336 

ϴ [rad] 0.0019 0.0058 

ψ [rad] -0.1124 -0.0404 

x’ [mm] -183.9 -99.2 

y’ [mm] 617.4 380.3 

z’ [mm] -231.1 -264.7 

Rot. error [rad] 0.05 0.026 

Tr. error [mm] 343.8 248 

 

Table 2. Comparison of ICP and ISVD algorithm 

 

 Full 

processing 

time (ms) 

Feature 

(ms) 

3D point 

cloud (ms) 

Fitting 

(ms) 

orb2 143 19 11 113 

surf1 175 121 11 43 

surf2 183 118 11 54 

surf4 221 119 11 91 

 

Table 3. Runtime of the point cloud matching 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS  

For feature detector the SURF detector was chosen as a 

result of testing. The system makes the feature searching at 

every new picture and the conversion of depth camera into 

three dimensional points. It will be indexed based on the place 

on colorful camera picture, in this way the running time of the 

later processing is significantly decreased. The system was 

tested on own datasets. The ISVD algorithm made for joining 

searches the best transformation between two point clouds 

made sequentially during more iteration. The algorithm deletes 

the not cohesive point pairs during its iteration. In this way it 

gives a more accurate evaluation of transformations between 

two sets. This method is able to filter fault feature pairs on 

recurring areas.  

During testing good results were reached with the help of 

SURF feature detector. During experiments the average 

joining displacement fault was 9.9 mm and rotation error was 

0.38 degrees. The best result was when the joining happened 

to 4 or 8 earlier picture and the final displacement was 

determined based on weighted average of given results. During 

4 earlier measurements average running time of the algorithm 

was 220 ms, which allows four and half picture joining per 

second. It is fast processing time in case of similar robust 

detectors [10], [13]. During system testing further datasets 

were made beside examinations made in laboratories. One 

result ran on this dataset can be seen in Fig. 8. The data set 

was made in a multi-roomed flat. The figure shows the three 

dimensional reconstruction of the environment with the route 

of the vehicle.  

 
Fig. 6. Result of the algorithm on own datasets. This dataset includes 310 image pair. The image shows three dimensional and two 

dimensional maps from one laboratory of the university. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Laboratory test environment. The robot ran a whole circle on 

laboratory and created 250 images. 

 

 
Fig. 8. A large 3D reconstruction from a flat. 
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